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Chapter 7 
 

Attention1

1  Introduction 

  

For people that have to perform complex and demanding tasks, it is very important to have 
sufficient attention for the various subtasks involved. This is particularly true for tasks that 
involve the continuous inspection of (computer) screens. For example, a person that has to 
inspect the images of a surveillance camera can not permit him- or herself to miss part of the 
events that occur. The same holds for an air traffic controller that inspects the movements of 
aircraft, or a naval operator that monitors the movements of hostile vessels on a radar screen. 
In such situations, a person may be supported by an ambient agent that keeps track of where 
his or her attention is, and provides some assistance in case the attention is not where it 
should be. To the end, the agent should maintain a domain model of the state of attention of 
the human, as well as an analysis model to reason about this domain model, and a support 
model to determine actions based on this analysis. This chapter introduces such models, and 
shows how they can be used to perform simulations. To make the models a bit more concrete, 
they are explained the context of a case study about a naval operator, which is introduced 
below. 
 
Case study: a naval operator 
 
In the domain of naval warfare, it is crucial for the crew of the vessels involved to be aware 
of the situation in the field. Examples of important questions that should be addressed 
continuously are “in which direction are we heading?”, “are we currently under attack?”, “are 
there any friendly vessels around?”, and so on. To assess such issues, one of the crew 
members is usually assigned the Tactical Picture Compilation Task (TPCT): the task to 
identify and classify all entities in the 
environment (e.g., Heuvelink and Both, 2007). 
This is done by monitoring several radar screens 
in the control room for radar contacts, and 
reasoning with the available information in order 
to determine the type and intent of the contacts 

                                                 
1 Based on:  

Bosse, T., Lambalgen, R. van, Maanen, P.P. van, and Treur, J. (2011), A System to Support Attention 
Allocation: Development and Application. Web Intelligence and Agent Systems Journal, 2011. 

Bosse, T., Maanen, P.-P. van, Treur, J. (2009), Simulation and Formal Analysis of Visual Attention. Web 
Intelligence and Agent Systems Journal, vol. 7, 2009, pp. 89-105. 
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on the screens. However, due to the complex and dynamic nature of the environment, this 
person has to deal with a large number of tasks in parallel. Often the radar contacts are simply 
too numerous and dynamic to be adequately monitored by a single human, which 
compromises the performance of the task. 
 
For these reasons, it may be useful to offer this human operator some support from an 
intelligent ambient system, consisting of software agents that assist him in the execution of 
the Tactical Picture Compilation Task. For example, in case the human is directing its 
attention on the left part of a radar screen, but ignores an important contact that just entered 
the radar screen from the right, such a system may alert him about the arrival of that new 
contact. To be able to provide this kind of intelligent support, the system somehow needs to 
maintain a model of the cognitive state of the human: in this case the human’s focus of 
attention. It should have the capability to attribute mental, and in particular attentional (e.g., 
Itti and Koch, 2001) states to the human, and to reason about these. In this chapter, an 
example of such a system is described, based on (Bosse, Maanen, and Treur, 2006). Two 
types of sensor information are assumed, namely: information about the human’s gaze (e.g., 
measured by an eye tracker), and characteristics of stimuli (e.g., the colour and speed of 
airplanes on radar screens, or of the persons on surveillance images). 

2  Domain Model 

This section introduces the domain model for attentional processes. In Section 2.1, the main 
aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 2.2, the detailed model is 
provided, and Section 2.3 presents an example simulation trace. 

2.1  Analysis of the Main Aspects and Their Relations 
In this chapter, a persons “state of attention” is defined as a distribution of values over 
different locations in the world. Assuming that the person is facing a certain screen, these 
locations are described by segments of the screen (which, for the case of the naval operator, 
may contain radar contacts). A high value for a certain location means that the person has 
much attention for that location. Note that “attention” is not (purely) defined by “visual 
attention”: a person may currently not be looking at a certain location, but may still have 
attention for it. Rather, our notion of “attention” of an object should be seen as “presence in 
working memory”. 
 
In order to calculate this state of attention, obviously, the person’s gaze direction is an 
important factor: where is the person currently looking to? Next, this information should be 
combined with the locations of objects: if the location of an object (e.g., a radar contact) is 
close to the location of the person’s gaze, then the person will have more attention for that 
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object. However, these are not the only factors. Also different characteristics of objects (such 
as brightness and size) are important: usually people have more attention for objects that are 
bright and large, compared to objects that are dark and small. Together, these three factors 
can be combined in order to calculate the current attention contribution of a certain location: 
to what extent is the location currently attracting the person’s attention? If this current 
contribution is known for all locations of the screen, then also a normalised attention 
contribution can be calculated for each location, i.e., the relative attention contribution in 
comparison with all other locations. One step further, this normalised attention contribution 
of a location can be used to calculate the actual attention level that a person has for that 
location. In order to do this, also the previous attention level plays a role. For example, in 
case a person recently had much attention for location X, then currently (s)he will still have 
some attention, even if the current contribution is very low. Finally, the attention level plays a 
role in the behaviour of the person: the more attention a person has for a certain location, the 
more likely (s)he is to act upon that location. In this chapter, it is assumed that a high 
attention level for a location leads to a mouse click on that location (for example, because 
clicking on a location helps a naval operator identifying the radar track on that location). 
 
In sum, the following concepts are needed to describe the dynamics of a person’s attention:  
 

• gaze direction 
• locations of objects 
• characteristics of objects 
• current attention contribution of locations 
• normalised attention contribution of locations 
• (old and current) attention level for locations 
• mouse clicks on locations 

 
Based on these concepts, the following dynamic relationships can be identified:   
 

Affecting contribution of locations 
• gaze direction affects current attention contribution of locations 
• location of objects affect current attention contribution of locations 
• characteristics of objects affect current attention contribution of locations 
• current attention contribution of all locations affect normalised attention contribution per location 
Affecting attention level of locations 
• normalised attention contribution affects attention level of locations 
• old attention level of locations affects new (current) attention level of locations 
• current attention level of locations affects old attention level of locations 
Affecting mouse clicks 
• attention level for locations affects mouse clicks on locations 
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These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 1. Note that the difference between 
current attention level and old attention level is not visualised: both are represented by the same 
node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1  Overview of Domain Model for Attentional Processes 
 

2.2  The Detailed Model 
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, for each of them a logical atom 
is introduced; see Table 1.  
 
concept formalisation 
gaze direction gaze_at_loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD) 
locations of objects is_at_location(O:OBJECT, loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)) 
characteristics of objects has_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL, A:ATTRIBUTE) 
current attention contribution of locations has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL) 
normalised attention contribution of locations has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), 

V:REAL) 
(old and current) attention level for locations has_old_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL) 

has_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL) 
mouse clicks on locations mouse_click_on(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)) 

 

Table 1  Formalisation of concepts used for domain model 

 
Note that some atoms make use of sorts. The specific sorts that are used in the presented 
model, and the elements that they contain, are shown in Table 2. 
 

sort description elements 
COORD coordinates of the screen used in the example {1, 2, ..., max_coord} 
REAL the set of real numbers the set of real numbers 
OBJECTS objects (e.g. radar contacts) used in the example {contact05, contact22, contact39, nothing} 
ATTRIBUTE attributes of objects used in the example {brightness, size} 

 

Table 2  Sorts used 

 

 

characteristics of 
objects 

 

attention level 
for locations 

 

normalised attention 
contribution 
of locations 

 

gaze direction 

locations of  
objects 

current attention 
contribution 
of locations 

 

mouse clicks 
on locations 
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To formalise the dynamic relationships between these concepts, the following LEADSTO 
relationships are used: 
 
DDR1 (Determining attention contributions)) 
If  object O is at location loc(X1,Y1), 
  and the person’s gaze is at location loc(X2,Y2), 
  and object O has value V1 for brightness, 
  and object O has value V2 for size, 
then the current attention contribution of location loc(X1,Y1)  

is (V1*W1+V2*W2) / (1+ α * (X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2) 

is_at_location(O, loc(X1, Y1)) ∧ gaze_at_loc(X2, Y2) ∧ 

has_value_for(O, V1, brightness) ∧ has_value_for(O, V2, size) 

→→   has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X1, Y1), (V1*W1+V2*W2) / (1+ α * ((X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2))) 
 

This formula determines the current attention contribution of each location. This current 
attention contribution is calculated by dividing the weighted sum of the attribute values of the 
location by 1 + α*r2, where r2 is the Euclidean distance between the location loc(X1,Y1) of 
object O and the current gaze location loc(X2,Y2), and α is an importance factor (represented 
by a real number between 0 and 1) which represents the relative impact of distance to the gaze 
location on the attention contribution. Furthermore, W1 and W2 (both real numbers between 0 
and 1) denote weight factors for the attributes brightness and size, respectively. Note that the 
formula only takes these two attributes of locations into account. In a more general form, the 
current attention contribution of a location can be calculated by ΣA:attributes V(A)*W(A) / 1 + R2. 
The formula also assigns a value to empty locations (by using the special element nothing of 
sort OBJECT, which has value 0 for all attributes).  
 
DDR2 (Normalising attention contributions) 
If  the current attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V, 
then the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y)  

is V * A divided by the sum of the current attention contributions of all locations 
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y), V) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1, 1), V1) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1, 2), V2) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1, 3), V3) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2, 1), V4) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2, 2), V5) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2, 3), V6) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 1), V7) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 2), V8) ∧ 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 3), V9) 

→→   has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y),V*A / (V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6+V7+V8+V9)) 
 

This formula determines the normalised attention contribution of each location, by dividing 
the current attention contribution of the location by the sum of the current attention 
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contributions of all locations. Furthermore, the resulting value is multiplied by a constant A 
(represented by a real number between 0 and 1) which represents the total amount of attention 
that a person can spend. This usually depends on many factors that differ per person and 
situation (e.g., cognitive abilities, stress, concentration, and so on). 
 
DDR3 (Determining attention levels) 
If  the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V1, 
  and the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V2, 
then the new attention level of location loc(X,Y) is d*V2 + (1-d*V1 

has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y),V1) ∧ 

has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V2) 

→→   has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), D*V2 + (1-D)*V1) 
 

This formula determines the actual attention level of each location, based on the old attention 
level and the current (normalised) attention contribution. Here, d is a persistence parameter 
(represented by a real number between 0 and 1) that determines the relative impact of the old 
attention level on the new attention level. 
 
DDR4 (Time shift) 
If  the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V, 
then the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) becomes V 

has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V) 

→→   has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V) 
 

DDR4 is a simple formula that converts the current attention level to the old attention level 
after each time step. 
 
DDR5 (Determining mouse clicks) 
If  the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V, 
  and V > th, 
then there will be a mouse click on location loc(X,Y) 

 

has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V) ∧ V > th 

→→   mouse_click_on(loc(X, Y)) 
 

This formula determines when the person will click on a certain location. For simplicity, this 
is assumed to occur in all cases that the person has an attention level V for that location that 
exceeds a certain threshold th (again represented by a real number between 0 and 1). 

2.3  Example Simulation 
This section presents an example simulation trace that was generated on the basis of the 
domain model for attentional processes. Figure 2 displays (a selection of) the symbolic 
concepts involved, and Figure 3 displays (a selection of) the numerical concepts. The settings 
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used for the parameters of the model (see previous section) are as follows: W1=0.8, W2=0.5, 
α=0.9, A=0.9, d=0.3, th=0.25, max_coord=3. 
 

 
 

Figure 2  Example simulation trace for domain model - symbolic concepts. 
 
As shown in Figure 2, there are 9 locations involved (namely loc(1,1), ..., loc(3,3)) and three 
objects (namely radar contacts contact05, contact22, and contact39). Three rounds of attention 
generation are shown. During the first round, the person’s gaze is at location loc(1,1), later it 
shifts to loc(2,2) and finally to loc(3,3). Furthermore, contact22 moves from location loc(2,3) to 
loc(2,2) and to loc(2,1), contact39 is always at location loc(1,2), and contact05 only comes into 
play during the last round, when it appears at location loc(3,3). The attribute values of the 
different contacts are shown in the bottom lines of the picture. 
 
The dynamics of the person’s attention based on these events are shown in Figure 3 (note that 
the figure only focuses on three locations, and that intermediate steps that calculate current 
and normalised attention contribution are not shown). As shown in this picture, initially the 
person’s attention is spread equally over the locations. However, due to the appearance of 
contact39 at location loc(1,2), the attention for this location strongly increases in the next 
round. In the rounds that follow, the attention of this location converges back to the initial 
value. 
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Figure 3  Example simulation trace for domain model - numerical concepts. 

3  Model for Analysis 

This section introduces the model for analysis of attentional processes. In Section 3.1, the 
main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 3.2, the detailed 
model is provided, and Section 3.3 presents an example simulation trace. 

3.1  Analysis of the Main Aspects and Their Relations 
To be able to analyse the dynamics of a human’s attention, an ambient agent should, in 
principle, be equipped with the domain model introduced in Section 2, and should be able to 
reason on the basis of this model. Therefore, the model for analysis should contain more of 
less the same concepts as the domain model. However, one important difference is that not all 
concepts that exist in the domain model can actually be observed by the ambient agent. For 
example, the ‘current attention contribution’ of a location is not something that is explicitly 
observable in the world, nor is the ‘attention level’ of a person for a location. On the other 
hand, things like gaze direction, and locations and characteristics of objects can be observed 
explicitly (e.g., by an eye tracker and a graphical user interface, respectively). As a result, 
some of the real world concepts from the domain model can directly be incorporated in the 
analysis model, whereas for some other concepts, the agent should make an estimation: it will 
form beliefs about the state of those concepts. Finally, the analysis model should have 
information about the human’s desired attention level for the different locations: where does 
it want the human to focus at? It is assumed that the agent has tactical domain knowledge that 
enables it to make such assessments. For example, in the domain of the Tactical Picture 
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Compilation Task, the agent knows in which situations it is more urgent to identify a radar 
track (e.g., because it has a suspicious movement pattern). By comparing this desired 
attention level with the estimated attention level, the analysis model can determine whether 
there is an attention discrepancy at a certain location, i.e., whether the human has too much or 
too little attention for the location (and, possibly, how big this discrepancy is). 
 
This leads to the following list of concepts that are needed for the attention analysis model:  
 

• gaze direction 
• locations of objects 
• characteristics of objects 
• beliefs on current attention contribution of locations 
• beliefs on normalised attention contribution of locations 
• beliefs on (old and current) attention level for locations 
• desired attention level for locations 
• assessments on attention discrepancy for locations 

 
As can be seen, this list is similar to the list of concepts presented in Section 2.1, where for 
concept 4, 5, and 6 a belief is introduced, and two new concepts have been added. 
Furthermore, also most dynamic relationships are similar to those presented in Section 2.1:   
 

• gaze direction affects beliefs on current attention contribution of locations 
• locations of objects affects beliefs on current attention contribution of locations 
• characteristics of objects affect beliefs on current attention contribution of locations 
• beliefs on current attention contribution of all locations affect beliefs on normalised attention 

contribution per location 
• beliefs on normalised attention contribution affect beliefs on attention level of locations 
• beliefs on old attention level of locations affect beliefs on new (current) attention level of locations 
• beliefs on current attention level of locations affect beliefs on old attention level of locations 
• beliefs on attention level of locations affect assessments on attention discrepancy of locations 
• desired attention level of locations affects assessments on attention discrepancy of locations 

 
These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4  Overview of Analysis Model for Attentional Processes 
 

3.2  The Detailed Model 
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, again a number of logical atoms 
are introduced (most of which are similar to Table 1); see Table 3.  
 
 
concept formalisation 
gaze direction gaze_at_loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD) 
location of objects is_at_location(O:OBJECT, loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)) 
characteristics of objects has_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL, A:ATTRIBUTE) 
belief on current attention contribution of 
locations 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), 
V:REAL)) 

belief on normalised attention contribution 
of locations 

belief(agent, has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X:COORD, 
Y:COORD), V:REAL)) 

belief on (old and current) attention level for 
locations 

belief(agent, has_old_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)) 
belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)) 

desired attention level of locations desire(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)) 
assessment on attention discrepancy of 
locations 

assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), 
V:REAL)) 

 

Table 3  Formalisation of concepts used for analysis model 

 
Next, to formalise the dynamic relationships for the analysis model, the following LEADSTO 
relationships are used2

 
: 

ADR1 (Determining beliefs on attention contributions) 
If  object O is at location loc(X1,Y1), 
  and the person’s gaze is at location loc(X2,Y2), 
  and object O has value V1 for brightness, 
  and object O has value V2 for size, 
then the agent believes that the current attention contribution of location loc(X1,Y1)  

is (V1*W1ag +V2*W2ag) / (1+ αag * (X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2) 
 

                                                 
2 Note that this rule uses a ‘shortcut’ from world states directly to beliefs. To make the model conceptually more 
correct, this rule should be replaced by two relationships, one to describe the effect of world states on 
observations, and one for the effect of observations on beliefs. 
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is_at_location(O, loc(X1, Y1)) ∧ gaze_at_loc(X2, Y2)  ∧ 
has_value_for(O, V1, brightness) ∧ has_value_for(O, V2, size) 
→→   belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X1, Y1), (V1*W1ag +V2*W2ag)/(1+ αag * ((X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2)))) 

 
ADR2 (Determining beliefs on normalised attention contributions) 
If  the agent believes that the current attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V, 
then the agent believes that the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is 

V * Aag divided by the sum of the current attention contributions of all locations 
belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y), V)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1, 1), V1)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1, 2), V2)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1, 3), V3)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2, 1), V4)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2, 2), V5)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2, 3), V6)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 1), V7)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 2), V8)) ∧ 

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 3), V9)) 

→→   belief(agent, has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y),V*Aag / (V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6+V7+V8+V9))) 

 
ADR3 (Determining beliefs on attention levels) 
If  the agent believes that the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V1, 
  and the agent believes that the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V2, 
then the agent believes that the new attention level of location loc(X,Y) is dag*V2 + (1-dag)*V1 

belief(agent, has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y),V1)) ∧ 
belief(agent, has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V2)) 
→→   belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), dag*V2 + (1-dag)*V1)) 

 
ADR4 (Determining beliefs on time shift) 
If  the agent believes that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V, 
then the agent believes that the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) becomes V 

belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V)) 
→→   belief(agent, has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V)) 

 

Note that dynamic relationship ADR1-ADR4 are very similar to DDR1-DDR4, but that there 
are two important differences: 
1) for some of the concepts, estimations (modelled as beliefs) are used instead of the real 

concepts 
2) for some of the relationships, the agent uses its own parameters (e.g., αag instead of α, 

and dag instead of d), which need not correspond exactly to the actual parameters 
The reason for this second point is that an ambient agent may simply not know what the value 
of the actual parameter is; therefore it may need to make estimations. However, based on 
experiences, it may adapt such estimations in an intelligent manner; see Section 5 for more 
information about this. 
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Furthermore, one additional LEADSTO relationship is used to determine whether there is an 
attention discrepancy: 
 
ADR5 (Assessing attention) 
If  the agent believes that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V1, 
  and the agent desires that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V2, 
  and V1 < V2, 
then the agent assesses that there is an attention discrepancy at location loc(X,Y) of size V2-V1 

belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V1)) ∧ desire(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V2)) ∧ V1 < V2 
→→  assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(X, Y), V2-V1)) 

 
Note that this is just one example of a (simple) mechanism to assess attention discrepancies. 
Other, more sophisticated mechanisms would also consider the case that the estimated 
attention for a location is too high, or would only signal a discrepancy in case the difference 
between estimated and desired attention is above a certain threshold. 

3.3  Example Simulation 
Also for the analysis model, simulation runs may be performed. An example simulation trace 
for a situation in which the ambient agent signals a discrepancy is shown in Figure 5 
(symbolic concepts) and 6 (numerical concepts). In this trace, a situation is simulated that is 
similar to the situation shown in Section 2. The settings used for the parameters of the domain 
model are identical to Section 2: W1=0.8, W2=0.5, α=0.9, A=0.9, d=0.3, th=0.25. These 
same settings are used for the parameters of the analysis model: W1ag=0.8, W2ag=0.5, 
αag=0.9, Aag=0.9, dag

 

=0.3. Also the characteristics and dynamics of the different objects and 
the gaze were similar to Section 2, with one difference: contact39 is now hardly visible. It is 
very small, and not very bright (both its size and brightness are 0.01). However, since this is a 
very urgent contact, the agent wants the human to have at least some attention for its location: 
see desire(agent, has_attention_level(loc(1, 2), 0.2)) in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5  Example simulation trace for analysis model - symbolic concepts. 
 
As shown in Figure 6, the agent (correctly) believes that the human has very little attention 
for location loc(1,1), loc(1,2), and loc(1,3). The reason for this is that these locations do not 
contain any salient objects: there is only a - hardly visible - contact at location loc(1,2). This 
also explains why the user does not click with the mouse on this location (the user decides to 
click on locations loc(2,2) and loc(2,3) instead). However, since the agent wants the human to 
have some attention for location loc(1,2), it derives that there is a discrepancy at that location: 
assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(1, 2), ...)), which increases over time (see 
Figure 5). 
 
Such discrepancies may be used as input by the support model, in order to determine how the 
discrepancy should be solved. This is explained in the next section. 
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Figure 6  Example simulation trace for analysis model - numerical concepts. 

4  Model for Support 

This section introduces the model for support based on attentional processes. In Section 4.1, 
the main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 4.2, the detailed 
model is provided, and Section 4.3 presents an example simulation trace. 

4.1  Analysis of the Main Aspects and Their Relations 
In case there is a discrepancy between a person’s estimated and desired attention level for a 
certain location, an ambient agent has several alternatives to provide support. To illustrate 
this, let us assume that there is an urgent radar contact for which the human has no (or not 
enough) attention. In that case, one possibility is to adapt one (or more) of the characteristics 
of the object. For instance, the agent could increase the size and/or brightness of the contact. 
A second, similar option is to decrease the size and/or brightness of other objects, so that the 
relative saliency of the contact will increase, or even to make these objects completely 
invisible. However, such types of support are very intrusive to the activities of the human, 
and may be disturbing in case (s)he is already very busy with another subtask. Therefore, a 
third alternative is to leave the human alone, and request another party to concentrate on the 
urgent object. This other party may be another human, but may also be an intelligent software 
agent (assuming that there exist agents with sufficient domain knowledge to solve the task in 
a sufficiently satisfactory manner). 
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In this section, the focus is on the first, relatively simple alternative: a model is introduced 
that adapts the characteristics of objects that receive too little attention (in this case, by 
increasing their brightness). To this end, the model needs several types of information as 
input. First, obviously, it needs to know whether there is an attention discrepancy at a certain 
location. Second, it needs to know which objects are at these locations. And third, it needs to 
know what the characteristics of these objects are. Based on that, it will generate actions to 
adapt the characteristics of objects. 
 
In sum, the following concepts are needed for the attention support model:  
 

• assessments on attention discrepancy for locations 
• locations of objects 
• characteristics of objects 
• actions to adapt the characteristics of objects 

 
The following dynamic relationship between these concepts can be established (as explained 
above):   
 

• assessment on attention discrepancy for locations affects actions to adapt the characteristics of objects  
• locations of objects affect actions to adapt the characteristics of objects 
• characteristics of objects affect actions to adapt the characteristics of objects 

 
These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7  Overview of Support Model for Attentional Processes 
 
Note that in reality, a change in characteristics of objects might also result in a change of the 
human’s gaze direction. However, for simplicity, this relationship is not modelled in this 
chapter; i.e., the gaze movement is assumed to be independent of the objects. 
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4.2  The Detailed Model 
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, the following logical atoms are 
used (of which the first three are taken literally from Table 3); see Table 4.  
 
concept formalisation 
assessment on attention discrepancy of 
locations 

assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), 
V:REAL)) 

locations of objects is_at_location(O:OBJECT, loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)) 
characteristics of objects has_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL, A:ATTRIBUTE) 
actions to adapt characteristics of objects performed(agent, assign_new_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL), A:ATTRIBUTE) 

 

Table 4  Formalisation of concepts used for support model 

 
To formalise the dynamic relationship for the support model, the following LEADSTO 
relationship is used: 
 
SDR1 (Changing brightness) 
If  the agent believes that there is an attention discrepancy at location loc(X,Y) of size V1, 
  and object O is at location loc(X,Y), 
  and object O has value V2 for brightness, 
then the agent adapts the brightness of object O to value f(V1,V2) 

assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(X,Y), V1)) ∧ 
is_at_location(O, loc(X, Y)) ∧ has_value_for(O, V2, brightness) 
→→   performed(agent, assign_new_value_to(O, f(V1,V2), brightness))  

 
Here, f(V1,V2) is a function of value V1 and V2, which can be filled in per domain and per 
application. A very simple example for f(V1,V2), which is used in the simulation described in 
the next section, is the following function: f(V1,V2) =  1. This function just assigns a maximal 
brightness to objects at locations with too little attention. However, also more sophisticated 
function can be used, such as the following: f(V1,V2) =  V2 + V1 * (1 - V2). This function (which 
assumes that both V1 and V2 are real values between 0 and 1), increases the value of an 
attribute (in this case brightness) with a fraction of the distance between the current and the 
maximum value of the attribute. This fraction is taken proportional to the attention 
discrepancy of the location involved. Furthermore, similar formulae can be used to assign 
new values to the other attributes. 
 
In addition, the effects of support actions on the world should be modelled. This is not part of 
the support model itself, but is needed within a simulation, to be able to evaluate whether the 
support works. This can be done via the following LEADSTO relationships: 
 
SDR2 (Assigning new attribute values) 
If  the agent adapts attribute a of object O to value V, 
then attribute a of object O will have value V 
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performed(agent, assign_new_value_to(O, V, A)) 
→→  has_value_for(O, V, A)  

 
SDR3 (Persistence of attribuite values) 
If  attribute A of object O has value V, 
  and the agent does not adapt attribute a of object O, 
then attribute A of object O will keep value v 

has_value_for(O, V, A) ∧ not(performed(agent, assign_new_value_to(O, A))) 
→→  has_value_for(O, V, A)  

 
Note that relationship SDR3 assumes the existence of predicates of the form performed(agent, 

assign_new_value_to(O, A)). To achieve this, these predicates can simply be added to the 
consequent of SDR1. 

4.3  Example Simulation 
To illustrate the functioning of the attention support model, an example simulation trace is 
shown in Figure 8 (symbolic concepts) and 9 (numerical concepts). Note that this trace is 
generated on the basis of the support model in combination with the domain model and the 
analysis model. The trace addresses the same scenario as addressed in Section 3. Thus, the 
settings used for the parameters of the domain model are: W1=0.8, W2=0.5, α=0.9, A=0.9, 
d=0.3, th=0.25, and the settings used for the parameters of the analysis model are W1ag=0.8, 
W2ag=0.5, αag=0.9, Aag=0.9, dag

 

=0.3. Also the initial characteristics and dynamics of the 
different objects and the gaze were similar to Section 3. Again contact39 is almost invisible at 
the start of the simulation. However, a difference is that, this time, the agent will adapt the 
characteristics of this contact. 

 
 

Figure 8  Example simulation trace for support model - symbolic concepts. 
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Figure 9 shows the agent’s estimation of the human’s attention for the first three locations. 
Note that, as in Section 3, this estimation is completely correct (as the agent uses the same 
parameter settings as the real world). As shown in Figure 9, at the start of the simulation, the 
agent believes that the human has little attention (about 0.1) for location loc(1,2). Since the 
agent wants the human to have more attention (about 0.2) for this location, it derives that 
there is a discrepancy at that location of 0.1: see assessment(agent, 

has_attention_discrepancy(loc(1, 2), 0.1)) at time point 1 of Figure 8. This discrepancy causes 
the agent to adapt the brightness of contact39 to 1.0, which is effectuated at time point 3. As a 
result, after a while the human has more attention for location loc(1,2), which makes that (s)he 
clicks on the location at time point 9. In conclusion, the agent succeeded in attracting the 
human’s attention to the (urgent) location loc(1,2). 
 

 
Figure 9  Example simulation trace for support model - numerical concepts. 

5  Model for Parameter Adaptation 

This section introduces the model for adaptation of the parameters of the attention model. In 
Section 5.1, the main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 5.2, 
the detailed model is provided, and Section 5.3 presents an example simulation trace. 

5.1  Analysis of the Main Aspects and Their Relations 
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the parameters that the agent uses in its analysis model need not 
exactly correspond to the actual parameters that can be used to describe reality. Therefore, the 
parameters used in the analysis model have different names than the ones used in the domain 
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model (e.g., αag instead of α, and dag

 

 instead of d), and in many situations also their values 
will differ. In case such values differ, an ambient agent may make some errors in its 
predictions (and consequently, in its support actions). However, an ideal agent learns from 
these errors, and uses them to correct its parameter values accordingly. This section presents a 
mechanism to make such corrections. This mechanism takes the complete analysis model as a 
basis, which is however not repeated here. In addition some other concepts are needed. To 
start, obviously, the parameter values are important, since they are dynamic now. 
Furthermore, some information is required to assess whether the estimations of the analysis 
model are correct. This information should be something that can actually be observed by the 
ambient agent. As explained in Section 3.2, notions like the ‘attention level’ of a person for a 
location are not explicitly observable. However, something that can be observed, and which is 
indeed used in this section, is the person’s behaviour in terms of mouse clicks. To evaluate 
whether it uses the correct parameter values, the agent can compare these mouse clicks with 
its own predicted mouse clicks. Whenever the human performs a mouse click which the agent 
did not predicted (or vice versa), the agent can adapt its parameter values accordingly. 

Thus, the following concepts are needed for the attention parameter adaptation model:  
 

• parameter values 
• mouse clicks on locations 
• predicted mouse clicks on locations 

 
The following dynamic relationship between these concepts can be established:   
 

• old parameter values affect new parameter values  
• mouse clicks affect parameter values 
• predicted mouse clicks affect parameter values 

 
These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 10. Note that the difference between old 
and new parameter values is not visualised: both are represented by the same node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10  Overview of Parameter Adaptation Model for Attentional Processes 
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5.2  The Detailed Model 
The following logical atoms are used to formalise the concepts introduced above; see Table 5.  
 
 
concept formalisation 
parameter values parameter_has_value(P:PARAMETER, V:REAL) 
mouse clicks on locations mouse_click_on(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)) 
predicted mouse clicks on locations prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)), 

P:PARAMETER, V:REAL) 
 

Table 5  Formalisation of concepts used for parameter adaptation model 

 
Note that a new sort PARAMETER is introduced here, which contains as elements all of the 
parameters that can be adapted (in this case, W1ag, W2ag, αag, Aag, dag, and thag). Moreover, for 
the predicted mouse clicks, often the agent should remember on which parameter setting the 
prediction was based (hence the two arguments P:PARAMETER and V:REAL). In cases this is 
not necessary, these two arguments can be left out. 
 
Obviously, there are numerous possibilities to adapt the model’s parameter values based on 
discrepancies between actual and predicted mouse clicks. To start, there is a choice among the 
different parameters to adapt. As explained in Section 2, the attention model contains a lot of 
parameters, namely: wag, W2ag, αag, Aag, dag, and thag. Theoretically, an error in prediction by 
the model may be caused by errors in any arbitrary combination of these parameters. In the 
literature, various complex approaches exist to adapt the values of all parameters 
systematically in order to find the correct settings. In the current chapter however, a less 
complex approach is taken: we assume that the error is caused by only one incorrect 
parameter, and that this parameter is known to be parameter Aag (representing the total amount 
of attention that a person can spend, see Section 2.2). Secondly, there is a wide variety of 
possible techniques to adapt the value of the parameter. Below, the parameter is simply 
increased or decreased according to a logistic formula. 
 
Thus, to formalise the dynamic relationships for the parameter adaptation model, the 
following LEADSTO relationships are used: 
 
PADR1 (Predicting mouse clicks for a given parameter value) 
If  the agent believes that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V, 
  and V > thag, 
  and parameter Aag has value W, 
then the agent predicts that there will be a mouse click on location loc(X,Y)  

(based on this parameter setting) 

belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V)) ∧ V > thag ∧ parameter_has_value(aag, W) 
→→   prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X, Y)), Aag, W) 
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In principle, relationship PADR1 is not part of the parameter adaptation model per se, but is 
needed to generate predictions about observable behaviour (i.e., the mouse clicks); it can also 
be considered to be part of the analysis model. 
 
In addition, two LEADSTO relationships are used to make actual changes in the settings of 
(in this case) parameter Aag. Here, the simple assumption is taken that, in case the human 
makes a mouse click that was not predicted, the estimation of the total amount of attention 
should increase logistically, and in the opposite case, the estimation of the total amount of 
attention should decrease logistically: 
 
PADR2 (Upward parameter adaptation) 
If  parameter Aag has value V, 
  and there is a mouse click on location loc(X,Y), 
  and the agent did not predict a mouse click on location loc(X,Y), 
then parameter Aag will have value V+c(1-V) 

parameter_has_value(aag, V) ∧ mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y)) ∧ not(prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y)))) 
→→   parameter_has_value(aag, V+c*(1-V)) 

 
PADR3 (Downward parameter adaptation) 
If  parameter Aag has value V, 
  and there is no mouse click on location loc(X,Y), 
  and the agent predicted a mouse click on location loc(X,Y), 
then parameter Aag will have value V-cV 

parameter_has_value(Aag, V) ∧ not(mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y))) ∧ prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y))) 
→→   parameter_has_value(Aag, V-c*V) 

 
Here, c is a fixed real number between 0 and 1, representing the speed of the adaptation. As 
mentioned earlier, alternative techniques to adapt the parameter values may be used, e.g.: 
 

• A technique that does not increase or decrease a parameter value based on a difference 
between actual and expected mouse clicks at one time point, but that takes the amount 
of mouse clicks over the past n time units into account. 

• A technique that calculates what the predicted behaviour would have been in case a 
certain parameter was set to value x, and in case this matches the actual behaviour, 
assigns this x as new parameter value. 

• A technique that first tries to estimate one parameter, and then continues with another 
parameter. 

• A technique that tries to estimate multiple parameters simultaneously. 

5.3  Example Simulation 
The actual implementation of the parameter adaptation model is left as an exercise for the 
reader. One possible scenario that could be simulated is a situation in which the parameter 
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settings of the agent are almost identical to those of the human, with one difference: the value 
of Aag is slightly lower than that of a. As a result, such an agent will initially predict less 
mouse clicks than will actually be performed, and will have to increase the value of Aag

6  Discussion 

 to 
correct this. 

To support a human in the execution of a complex and demanding task, an ambient agent 
needs to maintain a domain model of the state of attention of this person. This chapter 
introduced such a domain model (in Section 2), as well as an analysis model to reason about 
this domain model (Section 3), a support model to determine actions based on this analysis 
(Section 4), and a model to adapt the parameter values of the analysis model (Section 5). Note 
that, although the example presented here addresses a naval operator who executes the 
Tactical Picture Compilation Task, in principle the model is generic, and can be applied to 
various similar domains (varying from persons that inspect surveillance cameras to air traffic 
controllers). 
 
The presented model can be extended in various manners. Some possibilities are mentioned 
below: 
 

• Taking more attributes into account than only brightness and size. 
• Addressing not only bottom-up attention (i.e., attention influenced by characteristics of 

the object, such as brightness and size), but also top-down attention (i.e., attention 
influenced by characteristics of the person, such as expectations and goals). 

• Modelling not only attention for visible objects, but also attention for invisible objects 
(e.g., an object that has just disappeared from the screen, or an object that is present on 
a window that is hidden behind another window). 

• Considering different and more complex types of support. The presented model only 
supports the human by modifying the attributes (in particular the brightness) of urgent 
objects. Other models could, for example, take over the identification task for those 
objects in case the human is too busy. 

• Considering more sophisticated techniques for adaptation of parameter values. 
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